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Abstract
Let I be the unit interval. We show that the metric connectivity images and metric extendable im-
ages of Im, when m> 1, are exactly the separable metric spaces which have a dense arc-component.
This contrasts strongly with the metric almost continuous images of Im.
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1. Introduction
The question of what the connectivity images of Im could be seems to due to J.L. Cor-
nette. In [1] it is shown that any connected metric space is the connectivity image of I .
Also, in [1] it is shown that an explosion set (i.e. a connected subset which becomes totally
disconnected upon the removal of some point) in the plane is not the image of I 2 and that a
connectivity retract of Im is a unicoherent continuum. Beyond these results very little was
known about general connectivity images of Im when m> 1. Sam Nadler has asked if the
cone over the Cantor set was a connectivity image of I 2. The work presented here was in-
spired by this question about the cone over the Cantor set. More generally, Sam Nadler has
asked if there is a continuum that is not the connectivity image of I 2. The main purpose of
this paper is to show that when m> 1 the connectivity images and extendable images of Im
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In particular, both questions of Nadler are answered in the affirmative. The fact that the
metric connectivity and extendable images of Im are separable when m> 1 is interesting
since the metric almost continuous images of Im are not necessarily separable. To see that
this the case we will generalize a theorem of Kellum on almost continuous images of Peano
spaces.
2. Preliminaries
The symbol c will denote the cardinality of the real line R. The unit interval [0,1] will
be denoted by I . Let X and Y be sets and A ⊆ X × Y . We denote the natural projection of
A into X or Y by πX(A) or πY (A), respectively. A space is T1 provided that singletons are
closed sets. For a set A ⊆ X we written cl(A), int(A), bd(A) for the topological closure,
interior, and boundary of A in X, respectively. If a space X can be write as the union of
two disjoint nonempty closed sets A and B we say that A and B form a separation of X.
Suppose X is a metric space with metric d. Given nonempty sets A,B ⊆ X we define
d(A,B) = inf({d(x, y): x ∈ A & y ∈ B}). Given sets A,B ⊆ X we define the Hausdorff
distance between A and B to be
H(A,B) = max(sup({d({x},B): x ∈ A}), sup({d(A, {y}): y ∈ B})).
When H is restricted to the compact subsets of X it is a metric known as the Hausdorff met-
ric. The diameter of a nonempty set A ⊆ X is defined by diam(A) = sup{d(x, y): x, y ∈
A}. By a Cantor set we mean a compact totally disconnected metric space with no isolated
points.
A continuum is a nonempty compact connected metric space. A Peano continuum is
a locally connected, continuum. We call a space X a path provided that X is the (not
necessarily metric) continuous image of [0,1]. A space is almost Peano provided that for
any finite collection of open sets {Ui}ni=1 there is a path S such that S ∩ Ui = ∅ for each
1 i  n. A path component of a space X is a maximal pathwise connected subset of X.
In the case when X is metric, the path components of X are the maximal arcwise connected
subsets of X which we will call the arc components of X.
Let X and Y be topological spaces. We say f :X → Y is connectivity provided that for
every connected C ⊆ X, the graph of f |C is connected. We say f :X → Y is extendable
provided that f maybe extended to a connectivity map F :X × I :→ Y so that F(x,0) =
f (x) for all x ∈ X. We say f :X → Y is almost continuous provided that for every open
U ⊆ X × Y containing the graph of f there is a continuous g :X → Y such that the graph
of g is contained in U .
We say a subset B of X×Y is a blocking set provided that B is closed, B has nonempty
intersection with each continuous function from X into Y , and B contains no set of the form
{x} × Y where x ∈ X. It is easily checked that a function f :X → Y is almost continuous
if and only if f has nonempty intersection with every blocking set of X × Y . Notice that
by the definition of blocking set, if Y is a single point, then there are no blocking sets but
every function f :X → Y is almost continuous.
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Theorem 1. Let m 2. The following conditions are equivalent for a metric space Y :
(a) Y is separable and has a dense arc component;
(b) Y is an connectivity image of Im;
(c) Y is an extendable image of Im−1.
We will prove Theorem 1 by proving the following two lemmas in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively. Note that, by definition, every extendable function is connectivity.
Lemma 2. Let m  2. If Y is metric and Y is a connectivity image of Im, then Y is a
separable metric space with a dense arc-component.
Lemma 3. Let m 1. If Y is a separable metric space with a dense arc component, then
Y is a extendable image of Im.
Corollary 4. The cone over the Cantor set is the connectivity image of Im for all m 1.
Corollary 5. There is a continuum Y that is not a connectivity image of Im for all m 2.
Corollary 5 is false when m = 1 since Cornette [1] has shown that any separable con-
nected metric space is the connectivity image of I .
By a result of Kellum [6] every almost continuous second countable metric image of
a Peano continuum is an almost Peano space. Obviously, every space with a dense arc-
component is almost Peano. So, we have:
Corollary 6. When m 2 every connectivity image of Im is an almost continuous image
of Im.
Corollary 6 is false if we allow m = 1 by the results of Kellum [6] and Cornette [1].
Corollary 6 raises the question of whether every connectivity function on Im is almost
continuous. Stallings [9] has shown that the answer to this question is positive if we make
some assumptions about the ranges of the functions and assume that m > 1. However,
the answer to this question in general is no. When m = 1 this is shown by the results of
Kellum [6] and Cornette [1]. The following example shows that the answer is no for m = 2.
The example can be generalized to higher values of m.
Example 1. A connectivity function from I 2 into a continuum that is not almost continu-
ous.
We identify I 2 with the unit disk D about the origin in R2 with the usual metric. Let
f :D → I be defined by f (0,0) = 0 and f (x, y) = |sin( 1
x2+y2 )| otherwise. It is easily
checked that f is connectivity. Let Y be the closure of the graph of f . We will assume
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example πD will denote the natural projection of D × Y onto D.
Let F :D → Y be the function defined by F(x) = (x, f (x)). Since for any connected
A ⊆ D F |A is homeomorphic to f |A by the map (x,F (x)) = (x, (x, f (x))) → (x, f (x)),
we see that F is connectivity.
Let C denote the manifold boundary of D. Define φ :D \ {(0,0)} → C by letting φ(p)
be the point in C closest to p.
We now show that F is not almost continuous. Since F |C is continuous, we may
find an open set U ⊆ D × Y be such that the graph of F |D is contained in U and
diam(U ∩ π−1D (x)) < 1/2 for every x ∈ C. By way of contradiction, assume there is a
continuous g :D → Y such that the graph of g is contained in U . It is easily checked
that d(φ(πD(g(x))), x) < 1 for all x ∈ C. In particular, (φ ◦ πD ◦ g) :C → C is not
homotopic to a constant (see [7, 12.37, 12.38]). Since g[D]  {(0,0)} × I and g[D] is
locally connected, (0,0) /∈ πD[g[D]]. So, (φ ◦ πD ◦ g) :D → C is well defined and con-
tinuous. By [10, Chapter XI, 6.12], φ ◦ πD ◦ g is homotopic to a constant. So, by [7,
12.35], (φ ◦ πD ◦ g)|C is homotopic to a constant which contradicts our early statement
that (φ ◦ πD ◦ g)|C is not homotopic to a constant.
Problem 1. Let Y be metric and m> 1. Is every connectivity f : Im → Y extendable?
The answer to the above problem is known to be negative when m = 1 [1] and to have
positive answer if Y = R and m> 1 [2].
Hagopian [5] has given an example of a continuum that is almost Peano but has no
dense arc component. Thus, there are almost continuous images of Im that are not con-
nectivity images of Im when m > 1. By Theorem 1, the nature of the arc components is
important for all separable metric examples distinguishing between almost continuous and
connectivity images of Im when m > 1. On the other hand, there are arcwise connected
metric spaces which are almost continuous images of Im but not connectivity images when
m> 1. Clearly, such examples will be nonseparable. The existence of an almost continu-
ous function onto such spaces is implied by our next theorem on almost continuous images
of Peano continua which Kellum [6] proved for T1 second countable spaces.
Theorem 7. Let X be a topological space such that |X|  c. The following conditions
(a)–(d) are equivalent:
(a) X is the almost continuous image of a T1 almost Peano space;
(b) X is almost Peano;
(c) X is the almost continuous image of [0,1];
(d) X is the almost continuous image of every Peano continuum M .
The assumption of T1 in (a) cannot be dropped. Let Y = {0,1} have the topology
{Y, {0},∅}. Note that Y is the continuous image of [0,1] by the function h : [0,1] → Y
defined by h[[0,1/2)] = {0} and h[[1/2,1]] = {1}. So, Y is almost Peano. Let X = {p,q}
have the discrete topology. Define f :Y → X so that f (0) = p and f (1) = q . Since the
only open set in Y containing 1 is Y , any open set U ⊆ Y × X containing f contains the
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On the other hand, X is not connected and therefore not almost Peano.
By Theorem 7, any arcwise connected nonseparable metric space of cardinality c is
an almost continuous image of Im but not a connectivity image of Im when m > 1. For
example, the bounded real valued Borel functions on I with the uniform metric would
be an almost continuous image of Im but not a connectivity image of Im when m > 1.
It would be interesting to know more about nonmetrizable connectivity images of Im. In
particular, we have the following question.
Problem 2. Is every connectivity image of Im separable when m> 1?
4. Proof of Lemma 2
Our main tools will be modifiations of definitions and results from [3] where they are
stated for real valued connectivity functions defined on Rm (m > 1). Our methods using
trees, forests, and quasiballs are also modifications of methods from [3].
A continuum X is said to be unicoherent provided that for any two subcontinua A and
B of X, if X = A∪B then A∩B is connected.
Proposition 8. [10, Chapter XI, 7.3] Im is unicoherent for all m 1.
Proposition 9. [8, 24.12] Let X be a locally connected metric space. Let B be a separator
of X, let U and V be distinct components of X \B , and let p ∈ U and q ∈ V . Then B is a
⊆-minimal separator of p and q if and only if B is the boundary of both U and V .
Lemma 10. If p,q ∈ Im and A ⊆ Im \ {p,q} is a compact set separating p and q , then
there is a continuum B such that B ⊆ A and B separates p and q .
Proof. Using the fact that connected open subsets Im are arcwise connected, it is easy to
show that the collection of all compact separators of p and q contained in A form a family
of sets satisfying Zorn’s Lemma with respect to the order ⊆. So there is a B such that
B ⊆ A and B is a compact ⊆-minimal separator of p and q .
Let U and V be the components of p and q in Im \ B , respectively. By Proposition 9,
bd(U) = B = bd(V ). Since U ∩ V = ∅ and cl(U) = U ∪ bd(U), V is the component of q
in Im \ cl(U). Since cl(U) is a continuum,
H = cl(U)∪ {S: S is a component of Im \ cl(U) and S = V }
is a continuum. Since Im is unicoherent and cl(V ) ∪ H = Im, H ∩ cl(V ) is a continuum.
Notice that bd(V ) = H ∩ cl(V ). Since B = bd(V ), B is a continuum. 
We say an open subset U of Im is a quasiball provided that U is connected and bd(U)
is connected.
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x ∈ Im and open set W ⊆ Im containing x and ε > 0 there exists a quasiball U such that
x ∈ U ⊆ W , and H({f (x)}, f [bd(U)]) < ε.
Proof. Let W1 ⊆ W be an open neighborhood of x with nonempty connected boundary.
By [9, Theorem 4], there is an open neighborhood V of x such that cl(V ) ⊆ W1, and
H({f (x)}, f [bd(V )]) < ε. Let y ∈ Im \ W1. Since x ∈ V and y /∈ V , bd(V ) separates x
and y. By Lemma 10, there is a continuum K ⊆ bd(V ) such that K separates x and y. Let
U be the component of Im \K such that x ∈ U . Since K is connected and U is open
H = K ∪ {S: S is a component of Im \K and S = U}
is a continuum. Since Im is unicoherent and cl(U) ∪ H = Im, H ∩ cl(U) is a contin-
uum. Notice that bd(U) = H ∩ cl(U). So, bd(U) is a continuum. Since bd(U) ⊆ K ,
H({f (x)}, f [bd(U)]) < ε. It remains to show that U ⊆ W . It is enough show that U ⊆ W1.
By way of contradiction, assume there is a z ∈ U \W1. Since x ∈ W1 ∩U and U is con-
nected, U ∩bd(W1) = ∅. Since bd(W1) is connected and W1 is open, Im \W1 is connected.
Let w ∈ Im \W1. If w /∈ U , then bd(U) separates z from w. Since Im \W1 is connected and
z,w ∈ Im \W1, bd(U)∩ (Im \W1) = ∅, contradicting that bd(U) ⊆ K ⊆ cl(V ) ⊆ W1. So,
Im \W1 ⊆ U . Now, x, y ∈ U . Since U is connected and K separates x and y, U ∩K = ∅,
which contradicts that U is a component of Im \K . 
We say two quasiballs U,V in Im are independent provided that U  V , V  U , U ∩
V = ∅, U ∪V = Im. The notion of independence we use here is slightly different from the
notions by the same name used in [3,4].
Lemma 12. If U and V are independent quasiballs, then bd(U)∩ bd(V ) = ∅.
Proof. Let p ∈ Im \ (U ∪ V ) and q ∈ U ∩ V . Let A be an arc from q to p. Let z ∈
bd(U)∪bd(V ) be the last point of A in bd(U)∪bd(V ) before p (we may have p = z). Let
B be the subarc (which maybe a point) of A that connects z to p. Without loss of generality
we may assume that z ∈ bd(U)\bd(V ). Notice that z /∈ V , otherwise, (B \{z})∩bd(V ) = ∅
which contradicts the way we chose B and z. So, z ∈ bd(U) \ V .
We claim that bd(U) ∩ V = ∅. Pick v ∈ V \ U . Since V is connected and open in Im,
there is an arc C ⊆ V from v to q . Since C is connected and has nonempty intersection
with both Im \U and U , C ∩ bd(U) = ∅. Since C ⊆ V , we have bd(U)∩ V = ∅.
Since bd(U) ∩ V = ∅, bd(U) \ V = ∅, and bd(U) is connected, we conclude that
bd(U)∩ bd(V ) = ∅. 
Let A ⊆ Im and B be a cover of A by quasiballs. We say B is a mutually independent
cover of A provided that B1 ∩B2 = ∅ implies that B1 and B2 are independent for all pairs
of distinct B1,B2 ∈ B.
Lemma 13. If A ⊆ Im is a continuum and B is a cover of A by quasiballs of diameter
less than 1/2. There is a finite mutually independent subcover B∗ of B such B ∩A = ∅ for
every B ∈ B∗.
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any such cover with a minimal number of elements. It is easily verified that B∗ has the
desired properties. 
Lemma 14. If A ⊆ Im is a continuum and B is a finite mutually independent cover of A
by quasiballs such that B ∩A = ∅ and diam(B) < 1/2 for all B ∈ B, then⋃ni=0 bd(Bi) is
a continuum.
Proof. Let M =⋃ni=1 bd(Bi).
Let {E,F } be a partition of M into two disjoint closed sets. Each element of B
has its boundary contained in either E or F . Assume bd(Bi) ⊆ E and bd(Bj ) ⊆ F .
Clearly, bd(Bi) ∩ bd(Bj ) = ∅. By the mutual independence of the cover and Lemma 12,
Bi ∩ Bj = ∅. Hence, the union of the collection of quasiballs whose boundaries are con-
tained in E and the union of the collection of quasiballs whose boundaries are contained
in F give a cover of A by two open disjoint sets U and V , respectively. Since A is con-
nected and B ∩ A = ∅ for every B ∈ B, we may assume that U = ∅. So, every quasiball
in B∗ has its boundary contained in F . Thus, F = M and E = ∅. So, M is connected. 
Let N denote the positive integers and ω denote the nonnegative integers. Identifying a
positive integer with its set of nonnegative predecessors we let N<N =⋃n∈NNn with the
ordering of inclusion. Let T ⊆ N<N and s, t ∈ T . We say that t is the father of s (or that s
is the son of t) provided that t  s and t is maximal in this respect. For n ∈ N we denote
T ∩ Nn by Tn. We say t ∈ T is an initial point provided that t is ⊆-minimal in T . We say a
nonempty subset T of N<N is a forest provided that for every t ∈ T there is at least one son
of t in T , every element of T that is not an initial point has a father, and there is an n ∈ N
such that the collection of initial points of T is Tn. We say a forest T is finitely branching
provided that Tn is finite for every n ∈ N. Given t ∈ Tn and i ∈ N we define the function
(t ∗ i) ∈ Tn+1 so that (t ∗ i)|n = t and t (n) = i.
Let T be a finitely branching forest and Ti be its set of initial points and f : Im → Y
be connectivity. We say a collection of quasiballs U = {Us : s ∈ T } is a good T -family for
f provided that there is a function ξ :T → Im, and two sequences {qn}n∈N and {rn}n∈N
of positive real numbers such that both series
∑
n∈N qn and
∑
n∈N rn converge to finite
numbers, and the following conditions hold for any n i, s ∈ Tn, and any son t of s:
(i) ξ(s) ∈ Us ,
(ii) H({ξ(s)},Us) qn,
(iii) H({f (ξ(s))}, f [bd(Us)]) < rn for s ∈ Tn,
(iv) ξ(t) ∈ bd(Us),
(v) Us and Ut are independent,
(vi) ⋃z∈Tn bd(Uz) is a continuum.
Notice that (ii) and (iv) are stated differently from [3], but the meaning is the same. Also,
(vi) does not appear in the definition of a good T -family in [3]. Assume that U is a good
T -family of quasiballs for some f : Im → Y , and ξ :T → Im and the sequences {qn}n∈ω
and {rn}n∈ω are as above. Define T ∗ = {γ ∈ NN: γ |n ∈ T for all n ∈ N}. Given γ ∈ T ∗ we
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such that Uγ |l ∩ V = ∅ for all l  k. Notice that (ii) and (iv) imply that every γ ∈ T ∗ has a
unique γ -limit which we denote by xγ . Let LU denote the collection of γ -limits of U with
respect to T .
Lemma 15. Let T be a finitely branching forest, U = {Us : s ∈ T } be a family of quasiballs,
ξ :T → Im, and {qn}n∈N be a sequence of positive reals with finite sum such that conditions
(i), (ii), (iv), (v), (vi) of the definition of good T -family for f are satisfied. LU is compact.
Proof. Let i ∈ N be such that Ti is the set of initial points of T . Let xn ∈ LU and
limn∈ω xn = x and γn ∈ T ∗ be such that xn is a γn-limit. Without loss of generality we
may assume the xn are all distinct. Since T is finitely branching, there is a s0 ∈ Ti such that
s0 ⊆ γn for all n in an infinite subset S1 of N. Since T is finitely branching we can find an
s1 ∈ Ti+1 such that s0 ⊆ s1 ⊆ γn for all n in some infinite subset S2 of S1. Continuing in
this manner we may define sequences {sk ∈ Ti+k}k∈ω such that sk ⊆ sk+1 for every k and
sk ⊆ γn for infinitely many n ∈ ω. Let γ =⋃k∈ω sk . We claim that x is a γ -limit. Let V be
an open neighborhood of x and p = d({x},bd(V )). Since ∑n∈N qn < ∞, conditions (ii)
and (iv) guarantee that for k such that∑lk ql < p/4 we have d(ξ(sk), xn) < p/4 for all n
such that sk ⊆ γn. Pick n such that sk ⊆ γn and d(xn, x) < p/4. So, d(ξ(sk), x) < p/2. By
(ii) and∑lk ql < p/4, we have d(ξ(sl), x) 3/4p for all l  k. In particular, Usl ∩V = ∅
for all l  k. Since V was arbitrary, x is a γ -limit. Thus, LU is compact. 
Lemma 16. Let Y be a metric space, f : Im → Y be connectivity, and T be a forest. If
U = {Us : s ∈ T } is a good T -family of quasiballs for f , then f |LU is continuous.
Proof. Let i ∈ ω be such that Ti is the set of initial points of T . Fix t ∈ Ti . Let T t = {s ∈
T : t ⊆ s} and Ut = {Us : t ⊆ s}.
We show f |LUt is continuous. Let ξ :T t → Im, {qn}n∈ω, and {rn}n∈ω be as in the defi-
nition of a good T -family for f . For every γ ∈ (T t )∗ and n i let Bn,γ =⋃nk bd(Uγ |k).
By condition (v) and Lemma 12, Bn,γ is connected. Since xγ ∈ cl(Bn,γ ), we have
Bn,γ ∪ {xγ } connected. Since f is connectivity, f (xγ ) ∈ cl(f [Bn,γ ]). Now, by (iii) and
(iv),
d
(
f (xγ ), f
(
ξ(γ |m)))
∑
kn
d
(
f
(
ξ(γ |(k + 1)), f (ξ(γ |k)))
∑
kn
rk.
Let x ∈ LUt and ε > 0. Let ρ ∈ (T t )∗ be such that x = xρ . Pick l > i such that
∑
kl qk <
ε/2. By Lemma 15 the set Sz = {xγ : γ |l = z} is compact for all z ∈ Tl . Since Tl is finite,
there is an open set V such that x ∈ V and for any z ∈ Tl we have Sz ∩ V = ∅ if and only
if x ∈ Sz. So, for any y ∈ V ∩LUt we have y ∈ Sρ|l . Now,
d
(
f (x), f (y)
)
 d
(
f (x), f
(
ξ(ρ|l)))+ d(f (y), f (ξ(ρ|l)))< ε/2 + ε/2 = ε.
Thus, f |LUt is continuous.
Since LUt is compact, f |LUt is continuous for t ∈ Ti and Ti is finite, we have f |LU
continuous. 
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U = {Us : s ∈ T } is a good T -family of quasiballs for f , then LU is a continuum.
Proof. Let i ∈ N be such that Ti is the set of initial points of T . For each n  i let
En =⋃s∈Tn bd(Us). By (vi) En is a continuum for every n  i. Taking a subsequence
if necessary let E = limni En. As a limit of continua, E is a continuum. We claim that
E = LU .
Let x ∈ E and V be an open neighborhood of x. Let p = d({x}, Im \ V ). There is an
n so large that d({x},En) < p/4 and diam(Us) < p/4 for all s ∈ Tn. Moreover, assume
that n is large enough that
∑
ln ql < p/4. Let z ∈ En ∩V be such that d(z, x) < p/4. Let
s ∈ Tn be such that z ∈ bd(Us). Now, H({x}, cl(Us)) < p/2. By (ii), for any γ -limit w of
U with s ⊆ γ we have d(w,x) < 3p/4. Thus, V ∩LU = ∅. Since V was arbitrary, we have
by Lemma 15, x ∈ cl(LU ) = LU . Thus, E ⊆ LUt .
Suppose x ∈ LU . By (ii), there is a γ ∈ T ∗ such that x is a γ -limit of U . Let V be an
open neighborhood of x. There is an n > i large enough that cl(Uγ |l ) ⊆ V for all l  n. In
particular, El ∩ V = ∅ for all l  n. So, x ∈ E. Thus, LU ⊆ E. 
Recall that a metric space X is said to have Property S provided that for every ε > 0
there is a finite cover of X by connected sets of diameter less than ε. It is well known that
a continuum has Property S if and only if it is Peano [10, Chapter I, 15.7].
Lemma 18. If Y is metric and f : Im → Y is connectivity and ε > 0, then there is a Peano
continuum A ⊆ Im such that H(A, Im) < ε, f |A is continuous, and A ∩ C = ∅ for any
continuum of diameter greater than 1/2.
Proof. We will inductively define a finitely branching tree T , a family U of quasiballs, and
a function ξ :T → Im, such that the following two conditions hold in addition to conditions
(i)–(vi) in the definition of a good T -family of quasiballs
(vii) ⋃{Uz: z ∈ T1} is a mutually independent cover of Im and
(viii) ⋃{Uz: z ∈ Tn} is a mutually independent cover of⋃{bd(Uw): w ∈ Tn−1} for n > 1.
Let {qn}n∈N and {rn}n∈N be such that ∑n∈ω qn < min{1/2, ε/2} and
∑
n∈ω rn < 1. For
each x ∈ Im there is by Lemma 11 a quasiball Ux containing x such that diam(Ux) < q1 <
1/2 and H({f (x)}, f [bd(Ux)]) < r1. By Lemma 13, we may find a mutually independent
finite subcover {Ux1 , . . .Uxk1 } of {Ux : x ∈ Im}. Let T1 = {(0, i): 1 i  k1}. Let U(0,i) =
Uxi for 1  i  k1 and ξ |T1 be defined by ξ((0, i)) = xi for 1  i  k1. Notice that by
Lemma 14,
⋃{bd(Uw): w ∈ T1} is a continuum. This completes the first stage of our
inductive construction.
Suppose now that we have constructed Tn, ξ |Tn, and Us so that conditions (i)–(viii), are
satisfied. We will now show how to construct the (n + 1)-stage. Let Cn =⋃{bd(Ut ): t ∈
Tn}. By (vi), Cn is a continuum. For every x ∈ Cn there is, by Lemma 11, a quasiball
Ux containing x such that diam(Ux) < qn+1 < 1/2 and H({f (x)}, f [bd(Ux)]) < rn+1.
Since Tn is finite, we can assume that Ux is independent of any quasiball in {Ut : t ∈ Tn}
such that x ∈ bd(Ut ). By Lemma 13 we may find a mutually independent finite sub-
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Tn+1 = {t ∗ i: 1  i  kn+1 and t ∈ Tn and Uxi ∩ bd(Ut ) = ∅}. For each t ∗ i ∈ Tn+1,
let Ut∗i = Uxi . Extend ξ to Tn+1 so that ξ(t ∗ i) = xi for each t ∗ i ∈ Tn+1. It is easily
checked that conditions (i)–(v), (vii) and (viii) hold. Since {Us : s ∈ Tn+1} is a mutually
independent cover of Cn by quasiballs each of which has nonempty intersection with Cn,
Lemma 14 tells us that
⋃{bd(Us): s ∈ Tn+1} is a continuum. So, we have condition (vi).
This completes the inductive construction.
We show that LU is a Peano continuum. By Lemma 17, LU is a continuum so it is
enough to show that LU has Property S.
Let δ > 0. Pick n  1 large enough that Tn = ∅ and ∑kn qk < δ. Let s ∈ Tn. Let T s
denote the forest {t ∈ T : s ⊆ t} and Us = {Ut : t ∈ T s}. Notice that Us satisfies (i)–(v) in
the definition of a good T s -family for f . Since
∑
kn qk < δ, diam(LUs ) < δ. We show
that Us satisfies (vi) in the definition of a good T s -family for f . Since Us is a quasiball,
bd(Us) is a continuum. By (viii) of our construction and the way we constructed Tn+1
and ξ , the collection {Uz: z is a son of s} is a mutually independent cover of bd(Us).
Since bd(Us) is a continuum, Lemma 14 guarantees that
⋃{bd(Uz): z ∈ T s ∩ Nn+1} is a
continuum. Continuing inductively and using (viii), we can establish condition (vi) for Us .
By Lemma 17, LUs is a continuum. Since LU =
⋃
s∈Tn LUs and δ was arbitrary, LU has
Property S. Thus, LU is a Peano continuum.
Let X ⊆ Im be a continuum such that diam(X) > 1/2 > q0. Let x,w ∈ X be such that
d(x,w) > 1/2. Let s1 ∈ T1 be such that x ∈ Us1 . Since w /∈ Us1 , X ∩ bd(Us1) = ∅. Let
z1 ∈ bd(Us1) ∩ X. Let s2 ∈ T2 be such that s1 ⊆ s2 and z2 ∈ Us2 . Since 1/2 > q0 + q1
and z2 ∈ Us2 , X ∩ bd(Us2) = ∅. Continuing inductively we may construct a convergent
sequence {zn}n2 of points in X and ⊆-increasing elements sn ∈ Tn, such that zn ∈ Usn .
Let z = limn2 zn. Letting γ =⋃{sn: n ∈ N}, it is easily checked that z is a γ -limit of U .
Since X is compact, X ∩LU = ∅.
Since
H
({
ξ(t): t ∈ T1
}
, Im
)
< ε/2 and
∑
n∈ω
qn <
ε
2
,
we have H(LU , Im) < ε. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let {εk}k∈ω be a sequence of positive real numbers that converge to
zero. For each k ∈ ω let Ak be as in Lemma 18 for εk . Since lim diam(Ak) = diam(Im), we
may assume that diam(Ak) > 1/2 for every k. So Aj ∩ Ak = ∅ for every j, k ∈ ω. Since
f |Ak is continuous for every k ∈ ω, P = f [⋃k∈ω Ak] is arcwise connected. Assume there
is a y ∈ Y such that y /∈ cl(P ). Let x ∈ f−1(y). Since⋃k∈ω Ak is dense and connected, we
have that {x}∪⋃k∈ω Ak is connected but its image under f is not connected, contradicting
that f is connectivity. Thus, P is dense in Y as well as being arcwise connected.
For each k ∈ ω let Dk be a countable dense subset of Ak . Let D =⋃k∈ω Dk . Let U ⊆ Y
be open. Since P is dense in Y , there is an Ak such that U ∩ f [Ak] is nonempty. Since
f |Ak :Ak → f [Ak] is continuous f−1(P ∩ Ak) is open in Ak . So, there is a d ∈ D such
that f (d) ∈ P . Thus, f [D] is a countable dense subset of Y . 
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Suppose Y is a metric space with a dense arc-component D. Fix p ∈ D. Let E ⊆ D be
a countable dense subset of Y and {en}n∈ω be a sequence in E such that every element of
E appears infinitely many times. For each n ∈ ω we let An be an arc from p to en.
Let m > 1. A θ -curve will mean a continuum homeomorphic to what is formed by
taking two copies of the boundary of Im and identifying the two along a face. In particular,
letting πk denote the kth natural projection
{
x ∈ Im: (∃k)(πk(x) ∈ {0,1}
}∪ {x ∈ Im: π1(x) = 1/2
} (1)
would be a θ -curve. In what follows we will always think of θ -curves as being embedded
into Im in such a way they are oriented in the same way as the one described in (1). By the
interior regions of a θ -curve M we mean the two components U and V of Im \ M which
are homeomorphic to Rm. We define a collection {Mσ : σ ∈ 2<ω} of θ -curves where 2<ω
denotes the tree of all finite sequences of zeros and ones including the empty sequence.
We will let M∅ be the θ -curve defined in (1). In each of the interior regions U0 and U1
of Im \ M∅ embed θ -curves M0 ⊆ U0 and M1 ⊆ U1. Next, θ -curves M00 and M01 will
be placed into the two interior regions U00 and U01 of M0, respectively and θ -curves M10
and M11 will be placed into the two interior regions U10 and U11, of M1, respectively.
We continue in this manner to define θ -curves Mσ for every σ ∈ 2<ω. Moreover we may
assume that diam(Mσ ) 2−|σ | where |σ | is the length of σ . For each σ ∈ 2ω we denote the
interior regions of Mσ by Uσ0 and Uσ1. For every g ∈ 2ω there is a unique point xg ∈ Im
defined by {xg} = limm∈ω Mg|m where the limit is taken in the hyperspace of compact sets
with the Hausdorff metric. It is easily seen that the set L = {xg: g ∈ 2ω} is a Cantor set.
We can also place the θ curves so that L ⊆ K = {x ∈ Im: π2(x) = 1/2}.
We now define f : Im → Y . On ⋃{Mσ : σ ∈ 2<ω} we define f to be constantly equal
to p. Given n ∈ ω and an interior region Uσi (i ∈ {0,1}) of Mσ where |σ | = n we define f
continuously on cl(Uσi) \ (Uσi0 ∪Uσi1) so that f [cl(Uσi) \ (Uσi0 ∪Uσi1)] = An and each
component of f−1(y) is a (m−1)-sphere that separates Im \(Uσi) from Mσi ∪Uσi0 ∪Uσi1
for every y ∈ An \ {p}. On L we define f so that f [L] = Y , but otherwise arbitrarily. Note
that f is continuous on Im \L.
We show that f is connectivity which will complete the proof since Y = f [L] ⊆ f [K]
and f |K will be extendable. Let C ⊆ Im be a nondegenerate connected set.
We claim that f |C has no isolated points. Let (x, f (x)) ∈ f |C. Since C has no isolated
points and f |(C \ L) is continuous, we may assume that x ∈ L ∩ C. Let Z be an open
neighborhood of (x, f (x)). Pick open sets U ⊆ X and V ⊆ Y such that (x, f (x)) ∈ U ×
V ⊆ Z. Let e ∈ E ∩ V . Since x ∈ L there is a k and a σ ∈ 2k+1 such that e = ek and
x ∈ Uσ0 ∪Uσ1 ⊆ U . Since C is nondegenerate we may assume that k is large enough that
C \Uσ = ∅. Since some component of f−1(e) in Uσ separates Im \Uσ from Mσ ∪Uσ0 ∪
Uσ1, C∩Uσ ∩f−1(e) = ∅. Thus, there is an x ∈ U such that f (x) = e. So, f ∩U ×V = ∅.
Thus, f has no isolated points.
By way of contradiction assume that f |C is not connected. We may write f |C as the
union of two relatively open, nonempty, disjoint sets S and T . Let T ∗ = πIm [T ] and S∗ =
πIm [S]. Since f |(C \L) is continuous, πIm |(f |(C \L)) is a homeomorphism. So T ∗ \L
and S∗ \ L are relatively open (in C \ L), nonempty, disjoint sets whose union is C \ L.
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By connectedness we must have clC(S∗ \L)∩ clC(T ∗ \L) = ∅. So, we may assume there
is an x ∈ clC(T ∗ \L)∩ S∗ ∩L. Let {ti}i∈ω be a sequence in T ∗ \L converging to x. Since
S is open in f |C and (x, f (x)) is not isolated in f |C, we may also find a sequence {si}i∈ω
in S∗ \L such that lim(si , f (si)) = (x, f (x)).
Let g ∈ 2ω be such that x = xg . Since T and S are disjoint and open in f |C, there are
open sets G ⊆ Im and H ⊆ Y such that (x, f (x)) ∈ G×H and cl(G×H)∩T = ∅. So we
may assume that f (ti) /∈ cl(H) and f (si) ∈ H for all i ∈ ω. We may also assume ti , si ∈ G
for all i ∈ ω.
Let e ∈ H ∩ E. Since e = en for infinitely many n ∈ ω, we may find a k > 1 such
that x ∈ Mg|k ∪Ug|k0 ∪Ug|k1 ⊆ G, t0 /∈ Mg|(k−1) ∪Ug|(k−1)0 ∪Ug|(k−1)1, and e = ek−1. By
construction and continuity of f |(C \L), we may find an open set O such that: f [O] ⊆ H ,
O ⊆ Ug|k , O is homeomorphic to the product of a (m − 1)-sphere and an open interval,
and O separates Im into two disjoint sets R and Q such that Mg|k ∪ Ug|k0 ∪ Ug|k1 ⊆ Q
and Im \ Ug|k ⊆ R. Notice that T ∗ ∩ R = ∅ and T ∗ ∩ Q = ∅. Also, T ∗ ⊆ R ∪ Q, since
f [O] ⊆ H . So, R ∩ T ∗ and Q∩ T ∗ is a separation of T ∗.
Let l, j ∈ ω be such that l > k, Mg|l ∪ Ug|l0 ∪ Ug|l1 ⊆ G, tj ∈ Ug|(k+1) \ (Mg|(l+1) ∪
Ug|(l+1)0 ∪ Ug|(l+1)1), and s0 /∈ Mg|l ∪ Ug|l0 ∪ Ug|l1. By construction and continuity of
f |(C \ L), we may find an open set O1 such that: f (tj ) ∈ f [O1] ⊆ Y \ cl(H), O1 ⊆
Ug|(k+1), O1 is homeomorphic to the product of a (m − 1)-sphere and an open interval,
and O1 separates Im into two disjoint sets R1 and Q1 such that Mg|(l+1) ∪ Ug|(l+1)0 ∪
Ug|(l+1)1 ⊆ Q1 ⊆ Q and R ⊆ Im \ Ug|(k+1) ⊆ R1. Notice that S∗ ∩ R1 = ∅ and S∗ ∩
Q1 = ∅. Also, S∗ ⊆ R1 ∪ Q1, since f [O1] ⊆ Y \ cl(H). So, R1 ∩ S∗ and Q1 ∩ S∗ is a
separation of S∗.
We claim that R and Q∪(R1 \R) is a separation of C which will give us a contradiction.
Since Q1 ⊆ Q, C ⊆ R ∪Q∪ (R1 \R). By way of contradiction assume that there is some
w ∈ C ∩ R ∩ cl(Q ∪ (R1 \ R)). Since Q and R are separated, we must have w ∈ R ∩
cl(R1 \R). Since R ⊆ T ∗ and R1 ⊆ S∗, w ∈ L. Since w ∈ cl(R1 \R), there is a nontrivial
sequence {wi}i∈ω on R1 \ R such that limwi = w. Since Im \ R = O ∪ Q and w /∈ Q,
we may assume that wi ∈ O for all i ∈ ω. Thus, w ∈ cl(O). But, by the construction,
cl(O) ∩ L = ∅ a contradiction. Since R is closed and separated from Q, we cannot have
w ∈ C ∩ cl(R)∩ (Q∪ (R1 \R)). Thus, R and Q∪ (R1 \R) is a separation of C.
6. Proof of Theorem 7
Lemma 19. If X is a second countable space and Y is a space with at most c-many open
sets, then X× Y contains at most c-many open sets. In particular, if Y is a path, then there
are at most c-many blocking sets in [0,1] × Y .
Proof. Let B be a countable base for X. Let T denote the collection of open sets of Y .
The collection M= {B × V : B ∈ B & V ∈ T } is a base for X × Y . Clearly, |M| c. Let
U ⊆ X × Y be open. The collection BU = {B ∈ B: (∃M ∈M)(B = πX(M) & M ⊆ U)}
is countable. For each B ∈ BU let VB =⋃{πY (M): M ∈M & B = πX(M) & M ⊆ U}.
Clearly, B × VB ∈M and it is easily checked that B × VB ⊆ U . It is also the case that
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arbitrary and |M| c, it follows that X × Y has at most c-many open sets.
To see the second statement it is enough to notice that [0,1] is second countable, any
continuous image of [0,1] has at most c-many open sets, and that blocking sets are closed
by definition. 
Lemma 20. Let X and Y be spaces and X be compact. If B ⊆ X × Y is a closed subset
of X × Y and B contains no set of the form {x} × Y where x ∈ X, then there exist a finite
collection {Vi}i∈n of nonempty open subsets of Y such that for any set S ⊆ Y , if S ∩Vi = ∅
for each i ∈ n, then {w} × S  B for every w ∈ X.
Proof. Let x ∈ X. Since {x}×Y  B by assumption, there is a y ∈ Y such that (x, y) /∈ B .
Since B is closed, there exist open sets Ux ⊆ X and Vx ⊆ Y such that B ∩ (Ux × Vx) =
∅ and (x, y) ∈ (Ux × Vx). Clearly, Vx = ∅. By compactness, there is a finite collection
{Uxi }i∈n such that X =
⋃
i∈n Uxi . Let S be a set such that S ∩ Vxi = ∅ for every i ∈ n. Let
w ∈ X. There is an i ∈ n such that w ∈ Uxi . By the way Uxi and Vxi were selected, we have
({w} ×Vxi )∩B = ∅. Since S ∩Vxi = ∅, it follows that {w} × S  B . Thus, {Vxi }i∈n is the
desired finite collection of nonempty open sets. 
We will use a lemma due to Kellum [6]:
Lemma 21. If X is a path and B is a blocking set in [0,1] ×X, then π[0,1](B) contains a
nondegenerate interval.
Lemma 22. Let X be a pathwise connected space and |X| c. Then there is a collection
S of compact subsets of [0,1] ×X such that
(i) |S| c,
(ii) any blocking set B in [0,1] ×X contains a member of S , and
(iii) π[0,1](S) contains a nondegenerate interval for every S ∈ S .
Proof. Let F stand for the nonempty finite subsets of X. Notice that |F | c. Since X is
pathwise connected there is for every F ∈ F a path PF ⊆ X such that F ⊆ PF . For each
F ∈ F let BF denote the collection of all blocking sets in [0,1] × PF . Let S =⋃{BF :
F ∈F}.
We claim that S is as desired. First note that S is a collection of compact subsets since
for each F ∈ F the collection BF consists of closed subsets of [0,1] × PF which is com-
pact. By Lemma 21, we have that π[0,1](B) contains a nondegenerate interval for every
B ∈ BF where F ∈ F . So, (iii) is satisfied. Since PF is a path for each F ∈ F , it follows
from Lemma 19, that [0,1] × PF has at most c-many closed sets for each F ∈ F . So,
|BF | c for each F ∈F . Since |F | c, it follows that (i) holds.
We now concentrate on establishing (ii) which will complete the proof. Let B be
a blocking set in [0,1] ×X.
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as in Lemma 20 for B . For each i ∈ n pick yi ∈ Vi and let F = {yi : i ∈ n}. The path PF
has the property that PF ∩Vi = ∅ for every i ∈ n. It follows from the choice of {Vi}i∈n that
{w} × PF  B for every w ∈ [0,1]. (2)
Let PF be the path of previous paragraph. Since B has nonempty intersection with every
continuous function g : [0,1] → X, it follows that B has nonempty intersection with every
continuous function h : [0,1] → PF . Thus, by (2), B∗ = B ∩ ([0,1]×PF ) is a blocking set
in [0,1] × PF . Thus, B∗ ⊆ B and B∗ ∈ S . So, (ii) holds. 
Lemma 23. Suppose X is an almost Peano space and |X|  c. There is a family G of
compact subsets of [0,1] ×X such that
(1) |G| c,
(2) if f : [0,1] → X is such that f ∩ D = ∅ for all D ∈ G, then f is almost continuous,
and
(3) π[0,1](D) contains a nondegenerate interval for every D ∈ G.
Proof. Let P denote the collection of path components of X. Since |X|  c and the ele-
ments of P are mutually disjoint, |P| c. We claim that the family
G =
⋃
{SP : SP is the family from Lemma 22 for P where P ∈ P}
satisfies (1)–(3).
Since |P| c, (i) of Lemma 22 implies that |G| c. So, (1) holds. By (iii) of Lemma 22
we have that (3) holds. Each member of G is compact since, by Lemma 22, SP is a collec-
tion of compact sets for each P ∈P . It remains to show that (2) holds.
Suppose that f : [0,1] → X has the property that f ∩ D = ∅ for every D ∈ G. By way
of contradiction assume that f is not almost continuous. Then there is a blocking set B
such that f ∩B = ∅.
Let {Vi}i∈n be a collection of nonempty open subsets of X as in Lemma 20 for B . Since
X is almost Peano, there is a path Q such that Q∩Vi = ∅ for every i ∈ n. Let P ∈ P be the
path component of X which contains Q. Note that P ∩ Vi = ∅. It follows from the choice
of {Vi}i∈n that
{w} × P  B for every w ∈ [0,1]. (3)
Let P be as in the previous paragraph. Since f has nonempty intersection with every
element of G it follows that f has nonempty intersection with every element of SP . By
Lemma 22, f has nonempty intersection with every blocking set in [0,1] × P . By (3),
there is a function h : [0,1] → P such that h∩B = ∅ and h(x) = f (x) whenever f (x) ∈ P .
The function h is almost continuous. To see this notice that h, has nonempty intersection
with every blocking set in [0,1] × P since f does. Since B∗ = B ∩ ([0,1] × P) is closed
in [0,1] × P and h ∩ B∗ = ∅, there is, a continuous function g : [0,1] → P such that
g ∩ B∗ = ∅. Since g ⊆ [0,1] × P , it follows that g ∩ B = ∅. However, B is a blocking
set and must have nonempty intersection with g since we may think of g as a continuous
function from [0,1] into X. Thus, we have a contradiction, so (2) holds. 
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T1 almost Peano space M . Let f :M → X be an onto almost continuous function. We show
that X is almost Peano. Let {Vi}i∈n be a finite collection of nonempty open subsets of X.
For each i ∈ n pick a yi ∈ Vi . Since f is onto there exist {xi}i∈n ⊆ M such that f (xi) = yi
for every i ∈ n. Consider the open set
Z = (M ×X) \
⋃
i∈n
({xi} × (X \ Vi)
)
.
Clearly, f ⊆ Z. By almost continuity, there is a continuous g :M → X such that g ⊆ Z.
In particular, we have g(xi) ∈ Vi for every i ∈ n. Since g is continuous there is for each
i ∈ n an open set Ui such that xi ∈ Ui and g[Ui] ⊆ Vi . Since M is almost Peano, there
is a path P such that P ∩ Ui = ∅ for every i ∈ n. By continuity, g[P ] is a path in X and
∅ = g[P ∩Ui] ⊆ Vi . Thus, X is almost Peano.
((b) implies (c)) Suppose X is almost Peano. By Lemma 23, there is a family G of
compact subsets of [0,1] ×X such that
(1) |G| c,
(2) if f : [0,1] → X is such that f ∩ D = ∅ for all D ∈ G, then f is almost continuous,
and
(3) π[0,1](D) contains a nondegenerate interval for every D ∈ G.
Let {Dα}α∈c be an enumeration of G. Let H1,H2 ⊆ [0,1] be a partition of [0,1] such
that |H1| = |H2| = c and |H1 ∩ J | = c for every nondegenerate interval J ⊆ [0,1]. Using
a standard diagonalization argument and (3) we may by transfinite induction construct a
function f ∗ :H1 → X such that f ∗ ∩Dα = ∅ for every α ∈ c. By (2), any extension of f ∗
to all of [0,1] will be almost continuous. Since |X|  |H2| = c, we may extend f ∗ to an
onto almost continuous function f : [0,1] → X.
((c) implies (d)) Let M be a Peano continuum. There is a onto continuous function
g :M → [0,1] [7, 8.19]. By assumption, there is an onto almost continuous function
f : [0,1] → X. By [9, Proposition 4], the composition f ◦ g :M → X almost continuous
and onto.
((d) implies (a)) By (d), X is the almost continuous image of [0,1]. Since [0,1] is an
almost Peano T1 space, we have (a). 
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